
Account Certification

Policy & Procedures 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Welcome to the Workday Account Certification Policy & Procedures lesson.  This is the first of two lessons in the Account Certification course.  This lesson will focus on the policy and procedures related to Account Certification.  The second lesson will focus on how to complete the account certification in Workday. To move through the course, select the next button in the bottom right-hand corner of the player window.  You can find the slides for this course in the resources in the top right-hand corner. 
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Account Certification | Training

Welcome to the Workday Account Certification Policy & Procedures lesson.  

This is the first of two lessons in the Account Certification course.  This lesson will focus on the policy and 

procedures related to Account Certification.  The second lesson will focus on how to complete the 

account certification in Workday.  

Read through all the slides.  On some slides, you will notice a blue tab in the top right corner of the slide.  

This tab will include a link to additional information.  Make sure to right click on the words in the tab and 

select Open in New Tab, so that you do not lose your place in the slide deck. As an example on this slide, 

the blue tab includes a link to the UVAFinance Website homepage. 

Important link

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
According to the Reconciling Unit Accounting Records policy, FIN-023, the timely reconciliation of transactions is an important part of responsible stewardship of University resources and an effective system of internal controls.  Reconciliation is a systematic review of accounts against source documents.  The purpose of reconciliation is to verify that all charges are accurate, appropriate, and charged to the correct FDM worktags as well as to identify what’s missing or any expected charges that have not yet occurred.In resources:  https://uvapolicy.virginia.edu/policy/FIN-023

https://uvafinance.virginia.edu/
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Account Certification | What is Reconciliation? 

According to the Reconciling Unit Accounting Records policy, FIN-023, the timely reconciliation of 
transactions is an important part of responsible stewardship of University resources and an effective 
system of internal controls. 

What is reconciliation:  

A systematic review of accounts against source documents. 

Purpose: 

FIN-023

Accurate

Appropriate

Correct FDM

What is missingVerify all 
Transactions  

Identify

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
According to the Reconciling Unit Accounting Records policy, FIN-023, the timely reconciliation of transactions is an important part of responsible stewardship of University resources and an effective system of internal controls.  Reconciliation is a systematic review of accounts against source documents.  The purpose of reconciliation is to verify that all charges are accurate, appropriate, and charged to the correct FDM worktags as well as to identify what’s missing or any expected charges that have not yet occurred.In resources:  https://uvapolicy.virginia.edu/policy/FIN-023

https://uvapolicy.virginia.edu/policy/FIN-023
https://uvapolicy.virginia.edu/policy/FIN-023
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Account Certification | What is Account Certification?

The Workday Account Certification process verifies that the reconciliation was completed.  
Preparers and/or approvers are responsible for the following activities: 

Review Identify Variances Remediate Variances Approve  

Both Preparers and 
Approvers for Account 
Certifications will review 
the activity in ledger 
accounts that need to be 
certified.

Both Preparers and 
Approvers for Account 
Certifications will identify 
issues as variances.

The Preparer for Account 
Certification will ensure the 
variances get remediated, 
if necessary.

The Approver for Account 
Certification will approve 
ledger accounts that they 
want to certify.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The purpose of the account certification process in Workday is to verify the account owners (the preparers and the approvers) have reconciled all account balances under their authority, and to ensure that adjustments have been made where issues are found. Through this process, preparers and/or approvers are responsible for the following activities:  Review - Both Preparers and Approvers for Account Certifications will review the activity in ledger accounts that need to be certified; Identify Variances - Both Preparers and Approvers for Account Certifications will identify issues as variances; Remediate Variances - The Preparer for Account Certification will ensure the variances get remediated; and Approve - The Approver for Account Certification will approve ledger accounts that they want to certify.
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Account Certification | Why Do We Reconcile? 
We reconcile our accounts monthly:  

To maintain the integrity of the University’s accounting records and to protect the 
interests of the University

Critical for: 

So that: 

−The information from the University's financial systems is accurate, complete, and recorded in a timely manner;

−The information can be relied upon for making financial and administrative decisions; and

−Irregularities are quickly detected, reported to the appropriate authorities, and resolved to prevent recurrences.

Internal ControlsAccurate Reporting

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Reconciliations of all University accounts are required to maintain the integrity of the University’s accounting records and to protect the interests of the University. Reconciliations are essential for an effective internal control environment so that:The information from the University's financial systems is accurate, complete, and recorded in a timely manner;The information can be relied upon for making financial and administrative decisions; andIrregularities are quickly detected, reported to the appropriate authorities, and resolved to prevent recurrences.
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Account Certification| Required Role Assignments

Base Role Preparer/Approver Role Finance Reporting 
Viewer Role

These three roles are required to view and complete Account Certifications.

Employee requests the Base Role 
using System Access Request in 
Workday.

The Base Role is assigned to the 
Worktag (Project, Grant, or Cost 
Center/Gift). 

Thes roles are automatically assigned 
based on the Base Role. 

These roles are assigned to each 
monthly Account Certification.  Once 
assigned, it will not change even if 
Base Role changes. 

These roles can be reassigned by 
Workday Finance Support.  

Employee requests this role using 
System Access Request in Workday. 

This role is assigned to the 
employee’s position.

Related QRG

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To view and complete the Account Certification in Workday, there are three required roles.  The first role is the base role.  This role is the role that the employee requests using the System Access Request in Workday.  The base role is assigned to the project, grant, gift, or cost center worktag.  The second role that is required is the Preparer for Account Certification or the Approver for Account Certification role.   This role is  automatically assigned based on the base role. The preparer or approver for Account Certification role is assign to each individual monthly Account Certification.  That means that if you are added or removed from a Base Role, that does not change anything on account certifications that were already created.  The only way to change the preparer or approver for account certification role on an account certification that has already been created is to request the role on the account certification be reassigned.  The workday Finance support team will have to manually make that change for you.  There is a quick reference guide or QRG to walk you through the steps of that process.   The Finance Reporting Viewer Role is also required for you to see or act on the Account Certification.  Often this role will be automatically assigned when you request an Account Certification base role, but you can also use the same System Access Request process that was used for the base role to request the Finance Reporting Viewer role if you do not have the role.  

https://uvafinance.virginia.edu/resources/request-account-certification-reassignment-quick-reference-guide
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Account Certification| Base Role Assignments

FDM Worktag Combination Sample Account Cert Naming Preparer Approver

Grant not in GRH005 Federal 
Financial Aid (FFA)
Including Cost Share

GR000048 Grant Financial Analyst Grant Account Certifier

Grant in GRH005 Federal 
Financial Aid (FFA) 
ex:  Federal Work Study

GR000081 / CC0195 Cost Center Fiscal Specialist Cost Center Manager

Project PJ12345 Project Budget Specialist Project Budget Manager

Designated + Cost Center DN000050 / CC0195 Cost Center Fiscal Specialist Cost Center Manager

Gift (Allocated) + Cost Center GF123456 / CC0195 Cost Center Fiscal Specialist Cost Center Manager

Gift (Non-Allocated) + Cost 
Center GF987654 / CC0195 Cost Center Fiscal Specialist Unit Gift Manager

Workday assigns The Preparer and Approver for the Account Certification 
roles by looking at the Base Role for the FDM Worktag Combination on the 
Account Certification.   Take a moment to review the table below. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Preparer and Approver for the Account Certifications will be assigned based on the Base Role which is based on the FDM Worktag Combinations, and the Workday Roles listed here.  If we look at the first row, for Non-Federal Work study Grants or Grants that are not in the GRH005 Federal Financial Aid Grant Hierarchy, Workday looks at the roles on the Grant to assign the Account Certification.  Anyone listed as the Grant Financial Analyst on a Grant will be assigned as a Preparer and anyone listed as a Grant Account Certifier will be assigned as an Approver.  Remember the Base Role is assigned to the Worktag, so that would be on each Grant worktag, each project worktag, for Designated, Federal Financial Aid and Gift worktags the Base role is listed on the Cost Center expect for the Unit Gift Manager for Non-allocated gifts that is listed on the gift worktag.   Please take a moment to review the rest of this information to understand the base roles for all different types of account certifications.  
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Account Certification| Base Role Assignments

FDM Worktag Combination Sample Account Cert Naming Preparer Approver

Grant not in GRH005 Federal 
Financial Aid (FFA)
Including Cost Share

GR000048 Grant Financial Analyst Grant Account Certifier

If we look at the row below, for Non-Federal Work study Grants or all Grants that are not in the GRH005 
Federal Financial Aid Grant Hierarchy, Workday looks at the roles on the Grant to assign the Account 
Certification.  Anyone listed as the Grant Financial Analyst on a Grant will be assigned as a Preparer and 
anyone listed as a Grant Account Certifier will be assigned as an Approver.  

Remember the Base Role is assigned to the Worktag, so the Base Role would be assigned on each Grant 
worktag and each Project worktag. For Designated worktags, Federal Financial Aid Grant worktags and Gift 
worktags the Base role is assigned to the Cost Center expect for Non-allocated gifts.  For Non-allocated 
Gifts, the Unit Gift Manager is listed on the Gift worktag. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Preparer and Approver for the Account Certifications will be assigned based on the Base Role which is based on the FDM Worktag Combinations, and the Workday Roles listed here.  If we look at the first row, for Non-Federal Work study Grants or Grants that are not in the GRH005 Federal Financial Aid Grant Hierarchy, Workday looks at the roles on the Grant to assign the Account Certification.  Anyone listed as the Grant Financial Analyst on a Grant will be assigned as a Preparer and anyone listed as a Grant Account Certifier will be assigned as an Approver.  Remember the Base Role is assigned to the Worktag, so that would be on each Grant worktag, each project worktag, for Designated, Federal Financial Aid and Gift worktags the Base role is listed on the Cost Center expect for the Unit Gift Manager for Non-allocated gifts that is listed on the gift worktag.   Please take a moment to review the rest of this information to understand the base roles for all different types of account certifications.  
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How do I know if a Gift is Allocated or Non-allocated?  Use FDM Reference – Gift report
If the gift has something listed in the Allocated Gifts – Alternate Hierarchy like the first two lines below, then it is an 
Allocated Gift, and the Account Certification will go to the Cost Center Manager for approval.  If the Allocated Gift- 
Alternate Hierarchy column is blank like the gift in the last row, then the gift is Non-Allocated and the Account 
Certification will go to the Unit Gift Manager for approval.

Accounting Certification | Gift Worktag 

Allocated

Non-Allocated

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If you are unsure whether a gift in your area is Allocated or Non-Allocated, you can pull up the FDM Reference – Gift Report for your Cost Center and look at the Allocated Gifts-Alternate Hierachy.  If the gift has something in the Allocated Gifts – Alternate Hiearchy like the first two lines then it is an Allocated Gift, and the Account Certification will go to the Cost Center Manager for approval.  If the Allocated Gift- Alternate Hiearchy column is blank like the gift in the last row, then the gift is Non-Allocated and the Account Certification will go to the Unit Gift Manager for approval 
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Account Certification| Understanding Role Assignments 

Workday
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in Create Account 
Certification

Prepare Account 
Certification

Approve Account 
Certification

Remediate Account 
Certification Variances* 

 (To-Do Task)

Assign 
Preparer/Approver Role 

based on Base Role
(automatically assigned in Workday)

Below is a high-level overview of the Account Certification process:  Base Roles
Cost Center Fiscal Specialist
Grant Financial Analyst
Project Budget Specialist

Cost Center Manager
Unit Gift Manager
Grant Account Certifier
Project Budget Manager 

Preparer

Approver

*If necessary

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let’s look at the Account Certification process and how the role assignments work.  At the beginning of each month an Account Certification administrator kicks off the Create Account Certification process that creates an Account Certification for any account that had any activity.  Part of that process includes an integration that automatically looks for the base roles for that account worktag and uses that base role to assign the Preparer for Account Certification and Approver for Account Certification roles.  For example, if the Grant GR had activity for the month of September 2023, the integration would go to the Grant worktag and look to see who was the Grant Financial Analyst and assign anyone with that role as a Preparer for Account Certification and anyone listed as a Grant Account Certifier would be assigned the as the Approver for Account Certification.   Because the Account Certifications are objects in workday, adding or removing someone from the Base Role will not change who is listed as the Preparer and Approver because that integration to see assign the role only happens when the Account Certification is created.  If you need to change the Preparer and Approver, you will need to request the Account Certification be reassigned. 
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Account Certification| Understanding Role Assignments
If you aren’t sure if you have the role that you need, you can go to the UBI Workday Security Roles App 
to see if you have the role.  You can search in many ways.  The easiest way to see if you have an Account 
Certification Base Role, the Finance Reporting Viewer role or a Preparer or Approver for Account 
Certification role on a previously created Account Certification is to search by your name and then search 
for the role or roles you are looking for.  You can also search by Cost Center to see anyone with that role 
in a specific Cost Center. 

     

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If you aren’t sure if you have a role that you need, you can go to the UBI Workday Security Roles App to see if you have the role.  You can search in many ways.  The easiest way to see if you have an Account Certification Base Role, the Finance Reporting Viewer role or a Preparer or Approver for Account Certification role on a previously created Account Certification is to search by your name and then search for the role or roles you are looking for.  You can also search by Cost Center to see anyone with that role in a specific Cost Center. 
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Account Certification| Understanding Role Assignments

Can there be more than one person in a role? 

     

Cost Center 
Fiscal Specialist

Preparer for Account 
Certification

Yes, but

The first person to act on the Account Certification (using the Save for Later 
button) will be the only one to see it in their Awaiting Me report.  

In other words, you can have two or more people with the same role, but you 
cannot share duties for the role or have more than one person work on the 

same Account Certification Workday process.

If there are two people 
with the same base role 
for a specific worktag 
combination at the time 
the Account Certification 
is created, both of those 
people will be given the 
role of Preparer or 
Approver for Account 
Certification.   

but

Example:  If you have two Cost Center Fiscal Specialists when the Account 
Certification is created, both employees will be listed as the Preparer. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Can there be more than one person in an Account Certification role?  Yes – you can have more than one person in the role.  If there are two people with the Cost Center Fiscal Specialist role for a specific cost center at the time the Account Certification is created, both of those people will be given the role of Preparer for Account Certification.  That means that it will show up in the Account Certification Awaiting Me reports for both people.  If there is more than one person assigned a role, you will need to decide and set up a process for who reviews which Account Certifications.  It is also important to understand that the once one of the people with the role takes action on the Account Certification, such as opening the Account Certification and selecting Save For Later, that Account Certification will be removed from all others Account Certification Awaiting Me reports and only the first person will be able to submit the Account Certification.  In other words, you can have two or more people with the same role, but you cannot share duties for the role or have more than one person work on the same Account Certification Workday process.  
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Account Certification| Getting Access to Account Certifications

If the account certification has already been created, was 
assigned a preparer and approver, and has not yet been 
certified, then you will need to request Reassignment. 

Previously Created Account Certifications Future Account Certifications (not yet created)

If you need access to future account certifications, use the 
Workday System Access Request to request the Base Role for 
each worktag.

How to get access to Account Certifications

Request Account Certification Reassignment QRG

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If you find that you need access to account certifications – what do you need to do?  The answer is…It depends.  If the account certification has already been created, was assigned a preparer or approver, and has not yet been certified, then you will need to request Reassignment through AskFinance.  The Request Account Certification Reassignment quick reference guide will walk you through the steps. If you need access to future month account certifications, ones that haven’t yet been created, you will need to use the Workday System Access Request to request the base role.  If you need access to both – you will need to do both processes. 

https://uvafinance.virginia.edu/resources/request-account-certification-reassignment-quick-reference-guide
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Account Certification| Account Certification Roles & Workflow

Preparer for 
Account 

Certification

Approver for 
Account 

Certification

Preparer for 
Account 

Certification

To Do Step:  
Acknowledge/Remediate 
Variances (if necessary)

Important to Note: 
Preparer and Approver roles are required, and the same individual cannot be assigned as both.

Account 
Certification 

Admin

CENTRAL 
FINANCE

SCHOOLS/UNITS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Account Certification administrator kicks off the process that creates the Account Certifications.  Once the Account Certification has been created, the Preparer for Account Certification is responsible for ensuring that all transactions are appropriate, necessary, and supported by documentation, identifying any issues as a variance. Once the Preparer submits the Account Certification, it will be available for the Approver.  The Approver for Account Certification is responsible for verifying the legitimacy, appropriateness, and necessity of transactions recorded.  The Approver can review any variances listed by the Preparer and can also identify new variances.    Once the Approver submits the Account Certification, if there are variances listed, the Account Certification will route back to the Preparer to acknowledge and remediate any variances.  The Preparer will need to take necessary corrective actions to address any variances identified making sure to include a comment about the corrective action prior to completing the inbox task.   The Preparer and Approver cannot be the same person to ensure that we have a separation of duties. 
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Account Certification| Certifying Grant Revenue

Ledger Accounts Certifying: 
• 5000-level Payroll 
• 6000-level OTPS Expenditure 

Ledger Accounts not Certifying: 
• 4000-level Revenue
• 6031 F&A Expense Ledger Account

If you are a preparer or approver for Account Certifications, you should be certifying and marking variances 
for the expenditures in the expenditure ledger accounts which include the 5000-level payroll related ledger 
accounts (any ledger account starting with a 5) & the 6000-level non-payroll expenditure related ledger 
accounts (any ledger account starting with a 6.   
You do not need to certify the 4000-level revenue related ledger accounts (any ledger account starting with a 
4).  The OSP team is responsible for reconciling grant revenue.  So, you can leave those lines as they come into 
the Account Certification.  You don’t need to review them or mark a variance. 

Related FAQ

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In Workday’s Account Certification you are certifying that both the expenditures and revenues are accurate and applied to the correct FDM worktags.  Grants have different requirement and attributes than other types of worktags.  Grant revenue is handled by OSP and Grant funding can include F&A funding.  If you are a preparer or approver for Account Certifications, you should be certifying and marking variances for the expenditures in the expenditure ledger accounts which include the 5000-level payroll related ledger accounts (any ledger account starting with a 5) & the 6000-level non-payroll expenditure related ledger accounts (any ledger account starting with a 6).  There is one exception in the 6000-level ledger accounts and that is 6031 F&A Expense Ledger Account. For this Ledger Account line, you are NOT certifying each line of activity.  Instead, you are certifying that the amount you see roughly matches with what you would expect for F&A burdened on this grant.  This is a check to make sure that F&A is being charged as you would expect to see it charged.  You do not need to drill in or do any math to certify this line.  You also do not need to certify the 4000-level revenue related ledger accounts (any ledger account starting with a 4).  The OSP team is responsible for reconciling grant revenue.  So, you can leave those lines as they come into the Account Certification.  You don’t need to review them or mark a variance.  If you would like to know more about grant revenue and certifying grants, you can find FAQs linked in the Resources - https://uvafinance.virginia.edu/resources/what-am-i-responsible-when-reconciling-grants + https://uvafinance.virginia.edu/resources/what-do-revenue-ledger-accounts-i-see-my-grant-certification-mean + https://uvafinance.virginia.edu/resources/how-do-i-reconcile-4000-level-grant-related-revenue-my-designated

https://uvafinance.virginia.edu/resources/what-am-i-responsible-when-reconciling-grants
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Account Certification| Funding Source Reclassification Lines
Funding Source Reclassification transactions: 
• Reviewed/Reconciled on the Project’s Account Certification, so you do not have to 

review transaction lines with the Journal Source Funding Source Reclassification. 
• If it is a Capital Project - verify the correct FDM worktags are used with Project. 

The Workday Report, Find Funding Source Reclassification Lines, shows the 
transaction detail.

Related FAQ

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Project worktag works differently than Grants, Gifts, and Designated worktags.  When an expenditure is charged to a Project, overnight, Multi-Funding Source will run and reallocate the transactions to the correct Gift, Grant, or Designated based on the Multi-Funding Source rules.  In other words, your Gift, Grant, or Designated was assigned to pay for expenses related to a Project.   For the Gift, Grant, and Designated’s Account Certification, the Project will be listed on the transaction line with the Gift, Grant, or Designated.  However, the original transaction will not be listed.  You will see Funding Source Reclassification as the Journal Source.  Any transaction with a Project listed on a Gift, Grant, or Designated’s Account Certification and has the Journal Source as Funding Source Reclassification will be certified on the Project’s Account Certification.  If the Project is a capital project that is maintained by Facilities Maintenance, you will want to verify that the worktags being used are the correct worktags to fund the project. If an Institutional Designated that starts with the prefix IN like IN-Cornerstone is being reconciled, you are responsible for verifying that the Cost Center is correct.   If you would like to see the transaction details, you can pull the Find Funding Source Reclassification Lines report in Workday, but this is not required for the Account Certification. 

https://uvafinance.virginia.edu/resources/how-do-i-reconcile-projects-and-other-worktags-funding-source-reclassification
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Account Certification| Certifying Endowment Revenue

You are not required to review or verify the Ledger Account Balance listed in the 
4400: Investment Income Ledger Account for Endowment Gift Account Certifications. 

When you are certifying Gift Account Certifications that are associated with an Endowment fund, you are not 
required to review or verify the Ledger Account Balance in the 4400: Income Investment Ledger Account.  That 
becomes part of the investment every month and is managed and reconciled by Central Finance.  You can 
leave this line as is with the Amount to Certify matching the Ledger Account Balance, so that no variance is 
shown without drilling in and reviewing the information.  You will see the endowment distribution, the funds 
you have available to spend, come into the Gift account from Fundriver in the 8905: Non-Mandatory Transfer 
– Endowment Distribution Ledger Account line. You will need to review the rest of the Ledger Accounts to 
ensure any expenditures or transfers are accurate.  

Related FAQ

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When you are certifying Gift Account Certifications that are associated with an Endowment fund, you are not required to review or verify the Ledger Account Balance in the 4400: Income Investment Ledger Account.  That becomes part of the investment every month and is managed and reconciled by Central Finance.  You can leave this line as is with the Amount to Certify Matching the Ledger Account Balance, so that no variance is shown without drilling in and reviewing the information.  You will see the endowment distribution or the funds you have available to spend come into the gift account from Fundriver in the 8905: Non-Mandatory Transfer – Endowment Distribution Ledger Account line. You will need to review the rest of the Ledger Accounts to ensure any expenditures or transfers are accurate.  

https://uvafinance.virginia.edu/resources/how-does-endowment-accounting-look-workday
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Account Certification | Timeliness

1

30

30 Calendar days after 
the end of the month

The Account Certification must be completed: 

Remember:
Approved does not mean that all the problems have been resolved.  It means the reports have been 

reviewed, variances have been identified and documented, and there is a plan to correct the variances. 

Note: The policy does not say at the end of the month.  
If a month has 31 days, reconciliations will be 
considered past due on the 31st day of the month. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The reconciliation policy requires that Account Certifications be completed 30 days after the end of the month, this means they have been prepared and approved.  It is important to understand that the policy does not say at the end of the month.  If a month has 31 days, reconciliations will be considered past due on the 31st day of the month.  When you approve a reconciliation, you do not have to wait for all problems to be fully resolved.  What you are certifying to, is that you have reviewed the reports, identified and documented any issues as a variance, and there is a plan to correct those variances in a timely manner. 
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Account Certification | Notifications

Notification will be sent in Workday for Account Certifications.  They will come into your Notifications, 
the bell icon, on your Workday home page. 

Preparer

• Account Certification is 
created. 

• Reminder within 5 days of 
the due date.

Approver

• Account Certification is 
ready for Approval. 

• Reminder within 5 days of 
the due date. 

Notifications are sent to: 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Notifications related to your Account Certifications will be sent to your Workday Notification area.  For Preparers, they will receive a notification when the Account Certification is created and ready for them to begin working.  They will also receive a reminder notification if any of their Account Certifications have not been completed within 5 days of the due date.  For Approvers, they will receive a notification when the Account Certification is ready for them to take action.  They will also get a reminder notification within 5 days of the due date.  If the Account Certification is not completed on time, more notification will go out.  The Senior Finance Approver will receive a notification if there are any Account Certifications that are 30 days past due.  The VP or Dean of your area will get notified after an Account Certification is 60 days past due. 
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Account Certification | Account Certification Resources

Access the Workday Account Certification home page

1.  Go to UVAFinance Website:  
uvafinance.virginia.edu

2. Select Workday Financials card 
toward the bottom of the website. 

3. Select Workday Account 
Certification arrow. 

Access Training, FAQs, and Policies– 

To see more resources: 

Select More at the bottom for full list

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
More Account Certification Resources can be found on the UVAFinance website.  Follow the steps to find the Workday Account Certification Home page.  Once there, you can find training including quick reference guides that give you steps by step instructions as well as video resources and other helpful documents.  There is also an extensive set of FAQs for Account Certification.  To see the full list, make sure to select the More button at the bottom of the page.  The Account Certification team regularly adds FAQs.  
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